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C-SEPARATED  SETS IN CERTAIN METRIC  SPACES

R.   F.   DICKMAN,   JR.,   R.   A.   McCOY  AND   L.   R.   RUBIN

Abstract. A space X has Property C provided that for every

separated closed subset A of X there exist disjoint closed and

connected sets Ct and C2 in A1 each of which intersects A and which

contain A in their union. This property has been used in character-

izing unicoherence. A metric space X has Property S if for each

£>0, X is the union of a finite number of connected sets each of

diameter less than e. In this paper a sufficient condition for a

space to have Property C is established and used to show that

separable Hubert space has Property C and that every connected

metric space having Property S has Property C. It follows from

the latter result that every separable, locally connected, connected,

rimcompact metric space has Property C. An example is given of a

unicoherent, connected, uniformly locally connected, locally

arcwise connected, separable metric space that does not have

Property C.

The first author defined the concept of a space having Property C

in [2], and in that paper proved that if A'is a locally connected, connected

normal space which has Property C, then X is unicoherent if and only if

every pair of disjoint continua in X can be separated by a connected sub-

set of X. This raises the question as to which locally connected, connected

normal spaces have Property C. In [3], two classes of spaces were shown

to have Property C: all locally compact, locally connected, connected,

paracompact, Hausdorff spaces, and all connected polyhedra. In this

paper we establish that certain other classes of spaces have Property C.

However, at the end of the paper we give an example showing that even

a unicoherent, connected, uniformly locally connected, locally arcwise

connected, separable metric space need not have Property C.

A subset A of a topological space X is C-separated provided there exist

disjoint closed and connected sets Cx and C2 of X such that A <= (Cx UC2),

A r\CXy¿ 0 , and A C\C2^ 0. A space X has Property C if every separated

closed subset is C-separated.

Lemma. Suppose A and B are disjoint, nonempty, closed subsets of a

connected space X and J^ is a star finite, locally finite, closed cover of
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X such that St(A, F) nSt(B, F)=0. Then A \JB is C-separated if either :

1. Each element of F is connected and locally connected and X is

regular, or

2. Each element of F' is arcwise connected and X is Hausdorff.

Proof. Let C be a component of St(A UZ3, F). Since F is locally

finite, C is closed in X. Also C does not contain A UZ3, although CC\

(A VB)¿é0. Let C0=St04 U5, F)\C, which is closed in X. Let Cx be the
union of members of F which intersect C0 but not C. By induction define

C71+1 to be the union of members of F which intersect Cn but not C.

Then set D=\J„=nCn, so that C and D are disjoint, A^JB^CkjD,

(A\JB)(^C^0, and (AVJB)C\Dj¿0.

For each component D' of D, there is an F(D') e !F such that F(D') O

Cjí0 and F(D')r\DjL0. Let {D0, Dx, ■ ■ ■ , Dß, ■ ■ •}, /j<a, be a well-

ordering on the set of components of D.

We shall define by transfinite induction two sets of continua,

{Kx, K2, ■ • ■ , Kß, ■ ■ ■}    and    {Lx, L2, ■ ■ ■ , Lß, ■ ■ ■},    ß < a.

Let {Dßi, ■ ■ ■ , Dß } be the set of components of D which intersect F(DX),

which is finite because F is star finite. Since F(DX) is either locally con-

nected or arcwise connected, there exists a closed subset Fx of F(DX) such

that C\JDn\JFx\JDß\J- ■ -\JDß has two components, say Kx con-

taining C and Lx containing D„ [3, Lemma 8]. Observe that if ß<a. and

Dß i {Dßi, ■ ■ ■ , DßJ, then Dßn(KxVLx)=0 ; otherwise Dß<=Kx\JLx.

Now suppose /3<a and that for each y<ß, sets Ky and Ly have been

defined so that :

1. Ky and Ly are disjoint continua with CcKy and D0cLy.

2. If ô<y, then Ks^Ky and Lô<= Ly.

3. Ky\JLy is the union of members of {£>„, Dx, ■ • ■ , Da, • • •} and one

closed subset Fa of F(D3) for each ô<y.

A. KyVJLy contains all Da for ô-^y, and for any <5<a, Ds intersects

Ky UL, if and only if Dô is a subset of Ky UL?.

Let K'=[Jy<ß Ky and L'=\Jy<ß Ly. Then K' and L' are disjoint con-

tinua such that C<=K' and D0CL'. If Dß intersects K'uL', then set

Kß=K', Lß=L', and Fß—0. Then Dß^Kß\JLß and the conditions 1

through 4 are satisfied. If Dß does not intersect K' uL, let {Dß , • ■ ■ , Dß }

be the.components of D which intersect F(Dß). Note that F(Dß)r\K'?£ 0.

Again by [3, Lemma 8], there exists a closed subset Fß of F(Dß) such that

K'\JL'*JFß\JDßiKJ- • ■[UDßn has two components, Kß and Lß, with

K'c.Kß and L'<^Lß. Thus the conditions 1 through 4 are satisfied in this

case also.

Finally, let K=\Jß<x Kß and L=(jß<x Lß. Then K and L are disjoint
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continua, AkjB^KkjL, (AVJB)r\K^0, and (A^->B)nL^0. Therefore

A VJB is C-separated.

A metric space X has Property S provided that, for each e>0, X is the

union of a finite number of connected sets each of diameter less than e.

This property is discussed in [7] and is shown to imply local connected-

ness.

Theorem 1. Every connected metric space having Property S, has

Property C.

Proof. Let A and B be disjoint, nonempty, closed subsets of X,

where A' is a connected metric space, with metric d, having Property S.

We shall construct a cover ¿F of X satisfying the hypothesis of the lemma.

By [7, Corollary 15.41], there exists a finite open cover 'Sx of X by con-

nected sets having Property S such that mesh ^x^\. Then by induction,

we can obtain a sequence {^Jíli of finite open covers of A'such that for

each n, 'S n+x refines 'Sn, mesh ^„^1/2", and the members of 'Sn are

connected sets having Property S.

Setting Ho=0 and using induction again, we can define sequences

i^i)?-i and {//,}" o so that, for each n,

= \GeS„ (d(G, A) > ± or d(G, B) > ^

(Ap>)
«-i

and G n [X\ II HA ^

and

Hn={J{D\De$n}.

Then let ^=U¿li 3¡i and ^={D\D e 31}. The members of & are con-
nected and have Property S, so that they are also locally connected.

To see that 2, and hence 3F, is a cover of X, suppose that x £ U£=i FIt.

Then whenever xeGeSn, d(G, A)<,l¡2n-X and d(G, B)<1 ¡T1-1. This

implies that x is a limit point of both A and B, which is impossible since

A and B are disjoint.

To see that & is star finite, let Fe J*\ Then F=D, where De3sn for

some n. We may suppose that d(D, A)>l\2n~x. Let m>n + 2, and let

D'e2m. In order to show that DnD'=0, it suffices to show that

d(x, /))>l/2"+1 for every x e D'VUw H(. So let x e D'\\JZ~il #<> and

assume that d(x, D)^l/2n+1. Suppose x $ ULi H{. There exists G e ^n+x

such that x e G. Now é/(;c, ̂ )>3/2n+1, so that since diam G< l/2"+\ then

diG, A)>l/2n. Hence Ge®,+1, so that x e Hn+X. Thus in any case,

* 6 Uííi1 #¿c Uíll1 //¿—which is a contradiction.
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The local finiteness of F follows from the star finiteness since the

members of F are closures of open sets which themselves cover X.

Finally it remains to establish that St(A,F)rySt(B,F)=0. Suppose

there are Fx, F2eF such that xeFxC\F2, FxC\Aj¿0, and F2C\B^0.

There exist Dm e 9n and Dn e 3)n such that Fx=L\n and F2=D~n. Now

l/2n-1<d(x, A)<:l/2m, so that m<n. But also l/2m-'i<d(x, B)^l/2n, so

that n<m. This is impossible, so that St(^, J^nStiZ?, F)= 0 as desired.

Corollary 1. If X is a separable, locally connected, connected,

rimcompact metric space, then X has Property C.

Proof. We need to show that X has a Property S metric. Let yX

denote the Freudenthal compactification of X, and let e>0. By [5,

Theorem 5] yX is a metric space, say with metric d. By [5, Theorem 1],

there exists a finite covering {Ux, • • • , Un) of yX by connected open sets

such that for each /', diam £/¿<e and the boundary of U¡ is contained in

X. By [6,Lemma5], Ki=17inArisconnectedforeach/'.Thus{F1, • ■ • , Vn}

is a finite open cover of A' by connected sets whose diameters are less than

s, and so d | X is a Property S metric for X.

Corollary 2. If X is a locally compact, locally connected, connected

metric space, then X has Property C.

This second corollary also follows from results in [3], which we have

stated in our introductory paragraph. The rimcompactness in Corollary 1

is not a necessary condition since Hubert space 12 has Property C, as seen

from the next theorem. The fact that 12 is not rimcompact can be easily

seen from the fact that 12\A is homeomorphic to l2 for any compact subset

A of 12 [4]. By a Hilbert space manifold is meant a separable metric space

such that each point has a neighborhood homeomorphic to l2.

Theorem 2.    Every connected Hilbert space manifold has Property C.

Proof. Let M be a connected Hilbert space manifold, and let A and

B be disjoint nonempty closed subsets of M. Let U and V be disjoint

open subsets of M such that A<=U and £<= V. LetW = {U, V,M\(A\jB)}.

By [1], there exists a countable, locally finite simplicial complex K and a

homeomorphism h from M onto \K\xl2 such that for each simplex a e K,

\o\xl2<=h(W) for some W eW . Let F={h~1(\o\ xl2)\o e K}, which is a

star finite, locally finite closed cover of M by sets which are connected

and locally connected. Since F is a refinement of iff, St(A,F)n

St(i?, F)=0. Then by the lemma, M has Property C.

A metric space X is uniformly locally connected provided that for each

£>0, there exists a ¿>0 such that every two points x and y of X whose
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distance apart is less than ó lie together in a connected subset of X of

diameter less than e. This property is discussed in [7], and, like Property

S, it also implies local connectedness.

We now give an example of a unicoherent connected, uniformly locally

connected, locally arcwise connected, separable metric space Y which

does not have Property C.

Let Q denote the set of rational numbers in the closed interval /= [0, 1].

Let X= YJX I; if x e X, write x=ixx, x2, ■ ■ ■). Let Fx={x e X\Xi=0 for

F>1}. For n>l, let Fn=Fn_xu{x e X\xk e Q for l^k^n-l and xk=0

for k>n). Let Y=[J¡ZX F¿. We construct a metric d for Y by induction.

If x, z £Fx, then define dix, z)=\xx—zx\. If d has been given for Fn_x,

let x, zeFn. If xx=zx, x2=z2, ■ ■ ■ , xn_x=zn_x, then define dix, z) =

\xn—zn\. Otherwise x' = ixx, x2, • ■ • , xn_x, 0, 0, • • ■) and z' = izx, z2, • • • ,

zn_x, 0, 0, • • •) are in Fn_x and we define dix, z)=xn+zn+d(x', z'). It is

easy to check that this is an extension of the metric on Fn_x and that d

provides a metric for Y. We shall prove Y does not have Property C, but

we leave it to the reader to establish that Y has all the other properties

mentioned above.

For each n=2, 3, •■ -, let Kn = {x eFn|x„=l}. One can check that each

K„ is closed in Y, and, moreover, K=\J„=2 Kn is closed in Y. Clearly K

is disconnected. We shall indicate why K cannot be C-separated in Y.

Let L and M be continua of Y which C-separate K. First we show that

FX^LVJM. For suppose F,<£LuM. Then there is an xeFx such that

xxe Q and x $ Lu/Vf. Let x=(xx, 1, 0, 0, • • •) 6 K2. Then we can write

Y—{x] as the disjoint union of two open sets U and V with x e U and

K2—{x}<= V. Thus we may as well assume ^-{JcJcLc Fand x e M<= U.

But for any tx e Q such that txj±xx, the point t=(tx,0,0, ■ ■ ■) is in Fx and

separates two points of K2—{x}, implying t e L. But this implies x e L as

well because there is a sequence of such points t e Fx converging to x.This

proves Fx^LkjM.

We next show F2cLUM. To do this, let xx e Q and let G2={z eF2\

zx=xx¡. Note that G2 is an arc. We shall prove G2^L\JM. Suppose

this is not true. Then there is an x e G2 such that x2e Q and x $ L\JM.

Let x—(xx, x2, 1, 0, 0, • • •), which is in K3. The proof that G2<=LUAf

now proceeds as in the proof that FX^L^)M. Since F2 is a union of sets

G2, then F2<^LuM. Using induction and an obvious extension of the

above approach, we obtain the result that F^LKJM for all ;'. But then,

y=|J¿ti Fi is disconnected, a contradiction. Therefore Y does not have

Property C.

Remark. Every connected, locally connected metric space has a

compatible metric which is uniformly locally connected. This result can

be found in [7, p.  154]. On the other hand, the above example and
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Theorem 1 show that not every connected, locally connected, separable

metric space has a compatible metric which has Property S.
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